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ABSTRACT

Visitors at the Admiral Nimitz Center in Fredericksburg, Texas

were surveyed in July of 1978 to identify the ANC audience and to deter

mine their satisfaction levels of the museum1s various interpretive media.

Literature revealed that little research bas been done tn regard to visi

tors at historic sttes and at other interprettve areas in general. How

ever, researchers agreed that a knowledge and understanding of the visitor

audience was a primary step in planning an area1s programs.

One hundred and one ANC v i sttors par t ic ipated tn the study by com

pleting a questionnaire that bad been designed to identify certain socio

demographic and social group charec ter tst tc s, recreational and leisure

activities involved tn their current tr ip ; and to test the effectiveness

of current ANC programs.. Statistical analysts was conducted to determine

visitor characteristics.

The study did f dent tf'y Ute ANC v ts+tor as being a male, white collar

Texan, who is between 25 and 49 years of age, and who has an annual income

of $15,000. He Ts highly educated, havtng at least some college or voca

tional training, and ts travel ing with his immediate famtly. In general,

the ANC visitor was very satisfied with displayed exhibits that included

weapons and other artifacts. Other programs that received high percentage

rates of satisfactions were the Japanese Peace Garden� recorded messages,

the information desk, and the Pacific History Walk. Not all of the

programs received high satisfaction rates. The Art Gallery and Nimitz

Hotel were generally not well received, thus appearing to be problem areas.

With this information, an awareness and knowledge of the known

clientile; their likes and dislikes, should help direct the planning and

restoration processes now underway at the ANC.
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CHAPTER I

I NTRODUCT ION

Interpretation is an activity occuring in a natural, historical,

or recreational setting. The purpose of this activity is to communicate

to the visitor the qualities, characteristics, and/or purposes of the area

resources. For example, Yellowstone National Park, which is a natural area,

has developed interpretive programs to communicate its abundant land and

animal resources. Similarly, the historic Admiral Nimitz Center (ANC), in

Fredericksburg, Texas, documents the life of the World War II hero, Chester

W. Nimitz. In addition, Inks Lake State Park, a recreational area located

in the Texas Hill Country, provides interpretive programs and opportunities

for outdoor activities. Interpretation is the link between these types of

resources and the visitor.

Researchers have addressed issues relevant to interpretation at

natural and recreational areas. However, there is a limited number of

studies concerning historical area interpretation� Specifically, inter

pretation at historic sites tells the story of a person, place, or thing

of historical significance. Having reviewed the literature it appears

that visitors at interpretive areas (particularly historic areas), have

been overlooked.

One unpublished study which did address the issue of visitors at

historic sites indicated that the visitors are a largely untapped resource

in the planning process. (Irwin, 1978). Earl ier research has noted that a

visitor analysis, i.e., socio-demographic and social group characteristics,

Citations on this and the following pages follow the style of the Journal

of Leisure Research.
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and visitor social behavior is a primary step in interpretive planning

(Boulanger and Smith, 1973; Field and Wagar, 1973). For interest and

effectiveness of interpretive programs to be achieved, a working knowledge

of the clientele group should be known (Field and Wagar, 1973).

The ANC is an historical area which has developed visitor inter

pretive programs. These programs are threefold--emphasizing the culture

of the Texas Hill Country, Nimitz's early navy career, and the War in the

Pacific. Currently, the ANC is providing interpretive services for

62,000 visitors per year, but the organization has little knowledge about

the visitor. In order for the ANC to develop relevant interpretive

programs, a knowledge of its audience is essential.

In an attempt to attract more people to the ANC, a knowledge of

potential visitors is also necessary. Due to the proximity of LBJ

National Historic Site and LBJ State Park, the ANC assumes a majority of

its visitors also attend these parks. If these sites can be identified,

the ANC can expand its publicity in those areas. The administrators would

like to know where to publicize to increase travelers' awareness of the

center.

Need of Study

Researchers have continually expressed the need for a visitor

behavior and analysis study at interpretive areas (Irwin, 1978; Mullins,

1975; Silvy, 1977). Silvy (1977), in studying visitor perceptions of

interpretive programs, noted that little is known about an interpretive

audience.

By identifying the ANC visitor, time and money may be saved,

directing suitable programs to a known audience. Although this study was

designed specifically for the ANC, it is felt that other small museums and
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historic sites may benefit from a methodological standpoint.

A review of the literature revealed that the data describing

socio-demographic characteristics of visitors at historic sites is lacking.

Although visitor behavior and analysis has been researched (Brennem, 1977),

only one unpublished study has been conducted on visitors at historic sites

(Irwin, 1978). One statement incorporates the question of LBJ's role in

promoting or attracting visitors to the ANC:

Any type of historic site in an area with other

major attractions or along a travel route is likely

to attract visitors because it is close by or on the

route of travel (proximity) ....

There is an immediate need of a visitor analysis at the ANC as

indicated by the executive director. He stressed the concern that a lack

of visitor knowledge was a primary prob l en , The ANC is presently in a

stage of renovation, restoration, and development. With this enlargement,

current interpretive programs will have to be revised and new programs

created. Therefore, it is essential at this point that the ANC know for

whom it should plan the new facilities and programs.

In an effort to minimize expenditures and direct interpretive

programming to a known clientele, studies of visitor activities at the

ANC is essential. Visitor participation justifies the cost of interpretive

programs.

Specific Objectives

1. To develop a socio-demographic profile of visitors to the ANC.

This will identify characteristics such as age, place of residence, sex,

educational level and income.

2. To develop a profile of visitor social group characteristics,
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e.g., nuclear family, extended family, multiple family, family and friends,

couples, peer groups, singles, and organized groups.

3. To determine effectiveness of current promotional methods and

to establish other promotional outlets.

4. To identify recreation and leisure activities and places en

countered prior to a visit to the ANC and subsequent to departure.

5. To determine effectiveness of current ANC programs meeting

visitor expectations.

Null Hypotheses

1. There is no significant relationship between visitor activities

at the ANC and visitor socio-demographic characteristics.

2. There is no significant difference between season of visitation

to the ANC and visitor socio-demographic characteristics.

3. There is no significant relationship between visitor activities

at the ANC and visitor social group characteristics.

4. There is no significant relationship between prior recreational/

leisure activities and subsequent visitation to the ANC.

5. There is no significant relationship between visitation to the

ANC and subsequent recreational/leisure activities.

6. There is no significant relationship between exposure to the

ANC promotion and Center visitation.

7. There is no significant relationship between current ANC pro

grams and what the visitor expects to see.

Definition of Terms

Visitor - any person seventeen years or older entering the ANC.

Visitor Activities - the participation by the visitor in any interpretive

program at the following ANC areas: the Nimitz Hotel, the
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Japanese Peace Garden, the Pactfic History Walk, the Nauwald

Mercantile Building.

Socio-demographic Characteristics - will be age, sex, educational level,

income, and place of residence.

Social Group Characteristics - will be nuclear families, multiple families,

extended families, families and friends, couples, peer groups,

organized groups, and singles.

Recreational/Leisure Activities/Places - those activities engaged in or

sites visited prior or subsequent to the ANC visitation on the

current trip which might suggest reasons of the ANC visit. (e.g.,

visitation to other historic sites, museums, monuments, etc.)

Promotion - is any paid advertisement in magazines and journals; press

releases in newspapers; brochures made available through the

mail or located at visitor information sites or other recreation

al facilities; and exposure through word-of-mouth.

Organization of Thesis

Chapter I has discussed interpretation and how it relates to the

problem at the ANC. Chapter II will present a review of the literature,

while Chapter III will discuss the methodology used in this study. The

results of the study and the findings of hypothesi's testing will be

addressed in Chapter IV. Conclusions will be drawn and discussed

in Chapter V, and Chapter VI will state the recommendations and implica

tions derived from this study.
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CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

Little has been written concerning the visitor to an historical

area. Much attention has been paid concerning interpretation. Information

regarding perceived functions of interpretation, history of interpretation,

characteristics of interpretation, and interpretation for the handicapped,

is readily available. However, little research has been conducted con

cerning the visitor at the resource, natural or historical area, and who

is exposed to interpretation.

Upon conducting a literature review for her work with perceived

functions of interpretation, Silvy (1977) noted that visitor data existed

in two sections: 1) work which has sought information concerning the

interpretive audience, and 2) data gathered about the visitor to park areas

in general. It appears that while information exists on the interpretive

audience, it is solely in the form of identification. The majority of the

work conducted has been used to test other hypotheses rather than to

determine who the visitor is.

The remainder of this section will be divided into two parts:

1) general interpretive literature, and 2) research on the visitor.

General Interpretive Literature

Possibly the most widely accepted and recognized definition of

interpretation comes from Tilden (1957:8). He defines interpretation

as
1I
••• an educational activity which aims to reveal meanings and relation

ships through the use of original objects, � first hand experience and

by illustrative media rather than simply to communicate fuctual infor

mation.11 While Tilden suggests interpretation to be an educational

activity for the visitor, the outcome of the interpretive experience
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should be one of revelation based on the presented information. Sharpe

(1976) describes interpretation as a communicative link existing between

an area's resource and its visitors. The results of this communication

are threefold: 1) to create awareness, appreciation and understanding of

the area; 21 to aid in the accomplishment of management goals; and 3) to

promote understanding of the agency. In Sharpels definitions, the visitor

is either perceived as benefiting from the contact with interpretation or

as being an essential component in the communicative bond perpetuated by

interpretation. This suggests that the visitor plays a vital role in

interpretation since it is directed specifically at him. In light of this,

interpretation becomes a public service.

Two characteristics of interpretation have been established: l)it

is an educational experience, and 2) it is a publ ic service. However,

interpretation employees yet another important characteristic, one that

slightly deviates from the awesome realms of education and public service:

interpretation should be enjoyable. One researcher has recognized all

of these crucial components of interpretation. In his research proposal,

Lollar (1979) defines interpretation as
"
... a composite entity, an

attempt to communicate in a way that is enjoyable, and that will foster

new interests and understandings in a visitor."

Visitor Research

Limited amounts of information about the visitor are available.

Generally, information is based on specific characteristics although

these data vary from one site to another. Most visitor studies have

been conducted in natural or recreational settings. Brennan (1977) in

researching the visitor at zoos, noted that almost all animal species had

been studied in depth except the species most abundant at zoological
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parks-�·Homo sapiens A S'i l vy (1977) documented visitor and +n terpre ter

perceptions toward the function of interpretation. She noted that most

work conducted on the interpretive audience has been of an identification

nature; u
••• utilized in testing other hypotheses rather than for deter-

mining who the visitor t s ,"

Many of the recent studies related to interpretation include

demographic data on the visitor. Reyburn (1974) studied factors which

influehce attendence at interpretive programs and also collected demo-

graphic data on the visitor. For is study, he found most participants

to be young and stayed overnight in the park. He found that program type

makes a difference in attracting people to the event. One recent study

concerned specifically with visitors at historic sites concluded that

these visitors more often attended sites as couples rather than in

families, and the level of education was generally higher for historic

site visitors then natural park visitors (Irwin, 1978). She went on to

conclude that although gistoric site visitors tended to represent a highly

stratified portion of the U.S., they were typically 1I
•••white, anglosaxon

Americans with a conventional life style, high educational attainment, and

an unusually strong interest in history.1I

One unexpected conclusion was derived from Irwin's study on visitors

at historic sites. She noted that visitors 1I
.•. did not always behave in

the manner that the designer, builder, interpretive planner, or manager of

,I

a site, expected that they would. This finding reaffirms and reinforces

the belief that an understanding and knowledge of the interpretive

audience is essential to resource managers and planners. Other re-

searchers have acknowledged this fact. Boulanger and Smith (1973), and

Field and Wagar (1973) concluded that a visitor analysis is an integral
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part of the planning process. In tne process of technical writing and

speaking,audience characteristics ;s the primary consideration. Boulanger

and Smith (1973) developed objectives as a guide in planning for effective

programs. Consideration of audience characteristics was viewed as the

initial step in designing these objectives. Field and Wagar (1973)

stated that for interest and effectiveness of interpretive programs to

be achieved, a working knowledge of tne clientele group should be known.

They developed five principals concerning criteria about the audience.

Although the principals contained i'nformati'on about the audience and its

needs, information was not available to specifically design the inter

pretation for them.

Although it is agreed that the visitor is an integral part of

the planning process, resource managers have little information about the

visitor who is coming to his site or parttctpattng in his interpretive

programs. Irwin (1978) concluded her study on historic site visitors

by stating that visitors are ". � . a largely untapped resource in the

planning process.1l She believes that on the whole, managers are de

priving themselves out of an important and valuable planning tool, t.e.,

the visitor's point of view. In order to maximize visitor satisfaction

while minimizing management's cost, the interpretive audience at a site

must be known.
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CHAPTER I II

METHODOLOG Y

Research method and design is dependent upon the type of study

being conducted; and is fundamental to the development of results and

conclusions. In this study, certain criteria were defined and others

imposed upon its design due to the study's nature. These criteria that

helped determine the methodology to be implemented included: a specific

sampling site, pre-determined programs, and a representative sampling of

po pu 1 at ion s .

Since this study solely involves the ANC, only the visitors at this

site were sampled. Visitor activtty was the participation by the visitor

in any interpretive program at the following ANC areas: 1) the Nimitz

Hotel, 2) the Pacific History Walk, 31 the Japanese Peace Garden, and

4) the Nauwald Art Gallery. Wi'tn a designated study site and programs, the

only criteria needing to be def ined was the selection of visitors for

samp 1 i ng. For the purpo se of th is study, the v rs rtor wa s a ny person

seventeen years or older entering the ANC.

This chapter will discuss: 1) the sampling procedures used, 2) the

selection of instruments, and 3) data analysis procedures.

Sampling Procedure

Sample Selection

Sampling for this study was designed to give descriptive information

about the ANC visitor and to determine the effectiveness of the site's

programs in meeting visitor expectations. Controls were necessary to

eliminate bias and to insure an adequate sampling.

The initial step in the sampl ing design was to determine the ANC' s

peak visitation month. This was to insure that a diverse population could
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be sampled. The month fttting the specified criteria was July. Due to

the high visitation rate, controls were placed on the total amount of visi

tors to be sampled. Por the purpose of this study, it was agreed that a

survey of two hundred and fifty visitors would provide a representative

sample.

Although it was po ss rb l e to sample all two hundred and fifty visitors

in as few as two days, it was felt that the sampling would be more repre

sentative if it occurred throughout Ju ly , Therefore, ten days in July

were randomly selected for sampl ing purposes.

With a total of ten testing days, it was possible to reduce the

sampling rate to twenty-five visitors per day, This presented the

question of how to determine which visi'tor would De sampled. Once again,

visitation figures were checked. It was noted that at least one hundred

visitors toured the ANC dailey. Therefore, by sampling every third visitor

it was assured that all twenty-fi've people could be sampled throughout

an entire testing day. This rate of sampling would help eliminate the

possible bias of surveying a whole family. Males and females would have

a fifty percent chance of being sampled by th rs method.

Implementation

To sample the ANC visitors, a questionnaire (Appendix B, p.27)

was designed and implemented. The ANC receptionists were in charge of

distributing the questionnaires to the selected visitor. Each reception

ist was instructed and oriented with the proper testing procedures: the

selecting of every third ANC visitor for the purpose of completing a

questionnaire, briefly explaining to the selected visitor the survey's

purpose and instructions, and the specific method of return. It is

probable that a total of four people administered the questionnaire and
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must be regarded as a poss rb le source of bias. The manner and thorough

ness in which the questionnai're was explained to the visitor might have

influenced his willingness to participate in the survey.

Two methods of return for the questionnaires were also tested: the

mail back and the on-s it e drop-off. On the f tr st te st inq day , the mailback

method was incor-porated. The twenty-five selected v ts rtor s were handed a

questionnaire and a self-addressed, stamped envelope and asked to mail

them upon completion. On the second testing day, the on-site drop-off

method was used. In th rs case, v rs ttor s were asked to complete the ques

tionnaire and return it to the information desk. The method for return

alternated by day throughout the remainder of testing.

On the morning of a testing day, the twenty-five questionnaires

were brought to the ANC and given to the receptionist for distribution.

At this time, instructions were given concerning the method of return for

that day, when anyon-site drop-offs would be collected� and of any other

changes or modifications in the testing procedure.

Selection of Instruments

The selection of an instrument for obtaining data was based on the

need to gather quantative data concerning characteristics and behavior of

the ANC visitor. The instrument selected for measurement of this visitor

data was a questionnaire. A sufficient amount of quantative data for

analysis had to be gathered. Therefore, two hundred and fifty question

naires were randomly distributed to ANC visitors throughout July.

Visitor Questionnaire

The visitor questionnaire (Appendix A, p.l7) was designed to gather

information for describing the visitor's socio-demographic and social

group characteristics, his recreational and leisure acttvittes prior to
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the ANC visit and subsequent to departure, and his expectations and

satisfactions concerning current ANC programs.

Information was d tv tded tnto six parts and a satisfaction scale:

1) expectations of visit, 2)_ tnformat ion sources, 3) reasons for visit,

4) past attendance, 51 demographic data, and 6} prior and subsequent

recreational and/or leisure activities.

The types of que st tons used to ob ta in the information being sought

were the closed and opened-ended quest tons . The six major parts of the

questionnaire were composed of the closed-ended type , Two questions

asked the visitor to respond to what they enjoyed most or least at the

ANC. These two questions were opened-ended.

A satisfaction scale was implemented as a measurement tool of the

visitor's satisfactions of the current ANC programs .. The five possible

response categories ranged from very sa t i sf ted to not at all; the last

�esponse was used for did not visit.

Pretest

A pretest of the instrument (Appendtx B, p.30) was conducted

to test the appropriateness and clarity of each question. These pretests

were distributed during the third week of June. Visitors completing

the pretest questionnaire were given the opportunity to provide feedback

through questions or comments.

With consideration given to the visitorLs oral and written

responses, the questionnaires were redesigned and revised� Revision

consisted mainly of rearranging the questions. However, some questions

were found to be redundant and were either reworded or discarded.

Data Analysis

Analysis of data for the study was divided into two sections:
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coding of data and preparatton for computation, and statistical processes.

Coding

Pfter the two hundred and ftfty questionnaires were distributed

and all completed ones gathered, data were coded for computer use. The

actual coding of the questionnaires was begun in October. The closed

ended questions and satisfaction scale provided pre-coded information.

However, the two opened-ended questinns on the visttor questionnaire

required categorization and coding. Responses were categorized according

to each question. Initially, the responses for each question were trans

ferred to a sheet of paper , Duplicate responses were tallied with each

other. Thi s prov tded some di st i'nct ca tegories due to the hi gh numbers

of the same responses for any individual ques t ton , If the question had

not been answered, it was given a m is si nq value number.

Statistical Procedures

The statistical package used for the analysis of the data for this

study was the Statistical Package for Ute Social Sciences (SPSS).. Fre

quency distributions, cross tabulations, and chi-square were conducted

with the use of this package.

To develop a general overview of the population frequency distribu

tions were obtained. This provides descriptive information at a base

level. Cross tabulations were then conducted to determine any relation

ships between two sets of frequencies. Chi-square was originally intended

for use in this study to determine whether any systematic relationships

existed between two variables. However, no such relationships were found.

(See RECOMMENDATIONS, p.2�).

Summary

Visitors were randomly sampled at the Admiral Ntmitz Center
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through the use of an questionnatre. The completed questionnaire was

returned by on-site drop-off or as a ma tl back , Results from returned

questionnaires were tabulated using SPSS. Frequency runs and crosstab

ulations were incorporated to determtne results.
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CHAPTER LV

RESULTS'

This study was primarily developed to seek specified tnformation

about the ANC visitor. However, data are also studied and tested for

possible differences and relationships between variables. Information

is presented descr tpt tvel y through the use of frequency distributions

and contingency tables.

Once the data were collected and coded, analysis began with

frequency distributions. By cros stabul at tnc elf1e question against another,

contingency tables were developed. These methods of analysis permitted

description of population characteristics.

Questionnaire Return Rates

The return ra tes of the quest rorma ire response types were

analyzed shortly after the testing was concluded. The purpose of this

test was to determine wh tc h response type, the mailback or on-site drop

off, would achieve the highest return rate. The following response types

and their respective percentage return rates were noted:

Mailback 36.0

Drop-off 46.0

Tota 1 40.0

The return rate of the drop-off was ten percent more effective

than the mail back.

v is ttor Data

General

Two hundred and fifty ANC visitors were asked to participate in

this study and presented with the questionnaires. One hundred and one

questionnaires were returned and therefore serve as the sampled population.
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The overall return rate of forty percent was considered oS being quite

substantial and adequate for the purpose of thts study.

Demographic Data

Socio-demographic character ts t i cs were easily distinguished through

the use of frequency d ts tr tbut ions. Seventy-one percent of the sampled

ANC visitors were male. Ind tv idua l s under the age of 60 years old

accounted for 95 percent of the total sampled populationa Those individ

uals between the ages of 25 and 49 obtained the highest percentage of any

age group, 44 percent. However, t hi s age group was closely followed by

those individual s between the ages of 50, and 65 who achreved a 34 percent

rate (Table 1). Since the ANC v ts rter was defi'ned as any person seven-

teen years of age or older, those persons under this control age were not

asked to complete a questionnaire�

Table 1: Frequency distribution of visitors by age group

Age Abso l ute Cumulative Adjusted
Prequency Frequency (%)

17-24 12 12.5

25-49 44 58.9

50-65 34 94.7

over 65 5 100.0

No response 6 100.0

Total 101

The education level of the v is ttor was generally rather high with

74 percent of those sampled having obtained at least some college or voca

tional education (Table 2). Another interesting statistic was the high

percentage of visitors who had completed graduate school, 25 percent.

Occupation levels were also rather high. The white collar worker con

sisted of 67 percent of those sampled (Table 3). Although the resulting

statistics suggest the median income as $15,000 per year, over one-half
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of the sampled vt s ttcr s chos€ not to respond to this item, therefore, its

val idity as be tnq representati've of the typ ica 1 ANC vi s i tor might be

questioned.

Table 2: Frequency d ts tr tbut ton of v ts+ter s by educational level

Educational level Absolute Cumulative Adjusted
Fre�uenct Prequenc� (%)

Graduate School 24 25.0.

College graduate 20 45.8

Some college/vocati'onal school 2J 74.0.

Hi gh schoo 1 graduate 18 92.7

Some- high school 6 99.0.

Grade school 1 1 co.o

<, No response 5 10.0..0

Total 10.1

Over three-fourths of the ANC visitors are Texans (Table 4) ..

Visitors wi'thin a 100 m tl e rad ius of the ANC represented 16 percent of

the sampled population.

Tabl e 3: Frequency dt str+but lon of vi s·i'tors by occupation

Occupation Absolute Cumulative Adjusted
Frequency Frequency (%)

6 7,,5

16 27 �8

31 67 .1

12 82.3

5 88.5

1 89.9

8 100.0

22 10.0",0.

1 0.1

Executive, professionals
Managers

Administration, small business

Clerical, sales

Skilled

Semi-skilled

Unskilled, unemployed
No response

Total
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Table 4: Frequency distribution of visitors by residence

Residence Abso l ute Cumulative Adjusted
Frequency Freguency (%)

Withi n 100 mil e 14 16.3

Over 100 mile, wi th tn state 56 81.4

Out of state 16 100.0

No response 15 100.0

Total 101

Almost one-half of sumner v i st tors at the ANC come with their

immediate famil ies CTable 5}.. Coupl es at tr ibuted to 26 percent of the

sampled visitors in the social group category.

Table 5: Frequency distribution of visitors by social group

Group type Ao-so 1 ute Cumulative Adjusted
Frequency Freguency (%)

Alone 7 6.9

Spouse 26 25.7

Immediate fami ly 41 40.6

Friend 5 5.0

Family and friends 4 4.0

Organized group 3 3.0

No response 6 5.9

Total 101 100.0

Most visitors appear to be stoppi'ng at the ANC while on their way

to a planned designation. Figures in the visitor's prior and subsequent

recreational or leisure activities category are too low and varied to

indicate other areas scheduled in the vi s i tor '
s current trip.

Effectiveness of Current Programs

For the purpose of this study, effectiveness is defined as the

percent rate in which visitors were parti'cipating in or touring a part-

icular program or area of the ANC. With thi's in mind, crosstabulations

were tested: frequency distributions of the vtsttor's age, sex, and social
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group were tested against ANC programs. Tbose programs attracting high

percent rates, or low rates are noted (Tables 6 and 7). All percent

rate figures are those representi'ng the VERY SATISFIED visitor response.

Table 6 : Crosstabulation of visitor's age and sex by ANC prog rams

ANC Age Sex
Programs

17 -24 �5-4 9 50"- 6.5 65 Tota 1

Slides 4�7 17.6 14. 1 3.5 40.0 25.3 15.4 40.7

Exhi bits 11..2 34.8 24.,7 3.4 74.2 53.2 22.3 75.5

Info Desk 8.9 35.6 30.• 0 4.4 78.9 56.8 22.1 78.9

Hotel 2 .. 4 23.,8 16 ..7 1.2 44.0 29.2 14.6 43.8

Peace Garden 6 .. 8 33.0 26 .. 1 1.1 6.7 .0 51. 1 17.4 68.5

Art Ga 11 ery 1.4 9.9 1L3 2.8 25.-4 18.7 8.0 26.7

History Walk 8 .. 9 27.,8 25 .. 3 3.8 65.8 50.6 13.3 63.9

Souvenirs 6.3 16 .. 3 17 .. 5 Q.• O 4Q.O 29.8 10.7 40.5

Recorded Messages 8.2 27 .. 1 24.7 0.0 60 .. 0 45.6 14.4 60.0

Tabel 7 : Crosstabulatton of vtsitor1s soc i a 1 group by ANC programs
ANC

Programs
� �Q)

> N
Q) .>, -0 >'-0 >,.,...

Q) V) -0 r- C .--- C r- 4-) C 0.. r-

C :::J Q) ""'- Q) 'r- Q) 'r- co co ::l co
0 0 E E E''''' Er- 0)0 ..jJ
r- 0.. E co S- cos- COQ) S- S- o
c:::( V) 1--1 L1.. LJ.... LJ.... LJ.... L1.. 0::: 00 .....

Slides 4.7 l1.B 12.9 2.4 2.4 7 . 1 0.0 41. 2

Exh i bits 3.4 1B.O 36.0 2.2 3.4 9.0 3.4 75.3

Info Desk 6.7 20.0 32 .. 2 3.3 3.3 10.0 3.3 78.9

Hotel 2.4 10.7 20.2 1.2 0.0 8.3 1.2 44.0

Peace Garden 6.B 12.5 3Q.7 2.3 3.4 9. 1 2.3 67.0

Art Gallery 2.B 8.5 7.0 0.0 0.0 5.6 1.4 25.4

History Walk 5. 1 16.5 29.1 2.5 2.5 7.6 2.5 65.B

Souvenirs 3.B 11.4 1 2. 7 0 .. 0 2.5 5 .. 1 3.8 39.2

Recorded Messages 7 .. 1 14 .. 1 25.,9 1.2 2.4 5.9 3.5 60.0
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Chi-sguare

The results of the chi-square tests of statistical significance

proved that no significant rel at ionshtps ex ts ted between any two variables.

Promotion

h order to d tscover other avenues- for ANC promotion, questions

were asked concerni'ng selected popular magazines. Southern Living

received the h tqhest percent subscr i pt ron rate and would, therefore,

be a pos si b 1 e veh tc 1 e for adverti sement ,

D'tscuss ton of Hypotheses

This study was destgned and conducted to test seven hypotheses.

This section will br tef'l yaddre ss each hypotheses and discuss relation

ships found.

Hypotheses One

There is no signi'ftcant rel at ionsh+p between visitor act tv tt te s

at the ANC and visitor socto-demographi'c characteristics. (rejected).

The most significant finding was the relationship between the socio

characteristic sex, and visitor activities. In every category, men were

more satisfied with the presented act iv tty than women. For example, the

Pacific History Walk, full of World War II relics, received a very

satisfied rate of 70 percent from men; only 40 percent from women. Other

socio-demographic characteristics, their relations to visitor activities,

were less obvious.

Hypotheses Two

There is no sign incant difference between season of vi s ita ti on

to the ANC and visitor socio-demographic characteristics (discarded).

This study was originally designed to be conducted over two testing months.

Unfortunately, upon returning to the ANC in December to test winter
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visitors, the researcher found the main museum closed, and in a state

of reconstruction. Although the museum's offices and exhibits had re

located and remained in peration, visitation was drastically reduced.

Therefore, no data was collected to test the second hypotheses.

Hypotheses Three

There is no s iqn tf tcant rel at tons lrip between vi sitor activities

at the ANC and visitor soctal group characteristics (rejected). A

problem of a too predse breakdown in vi'sitors plus too few respondents

equals many insignificant relationshi�9. This problem recurs through

out this study. However, the researcher felt that enough evidence was

discovered to reject Hypotheses Three. During the summer, it was found

that people most often v ts tt the ANC wi th their immediate family or with

their spouse. However these two groups types differ tn the programs

they most often frequented and their satisfaction with that program.

Since most groups came as immediate families, the percentage rate

for frequenting a program is, of course, higher than other groups.

However, spouse groups were next in order, and their rates may be easily

compared to immediate families. It appears that couples more often

visited the activities: slides, the Art Gallery, and souvenirs, than

did immediate famil ies. The 1 atter group tended to enjoy a more overall

tour of the museum and its programs: the information desk, exhibits,

Japanese Peace Garden, and the Pacific Hrs tory �·Jalk.

Based upon the researcher's observations while conducting this

study, it appears that couples are more willing to sit through slide

shows and leisurely browse, while families anti'cipate seeing all they can

in a limited amount of ttme. Thorough research on social groups through

observation could prove to be a benefit for the resource manager.
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Hypotheses Four and Five

Combined, these hypotheses head: there is no significant relation-

ship between prior and/or subsequent recreational/leisure activities

(to the ANC). Most visitors appear to be stopping at the ANC while on

their way to a planned des t i na t ion, Pi'gures in the v ts itor s prior and

subsequent recreational or leisure activities category are too low and

varied to indicate other areas scheduled in the vtsttor1s current trip.

Hypotheses Six

There is no significant relationship between exposure to the ANC

promotion and Center visitation (rejected). The ANC is located in

Fredericksburg, Texas; a town receivtng large amounts of visitors,

throughout the year. The town publishes a visitor's guide for every

season, and the guide seems to be a si�nificant and valuable source of

exposure for the ANC Can ex tens ive article on the ANC appears in the

guide). Other exposures to ANC promo t ion are through word-of-mouth from

friends, and the use of roadsigns. It was discovered that most of the

ANC visitors were passing through town, a fact that reaffirms the im-

portance of roadsigns and visitor guides.

Hypotheses Seven

There is no significant relationship between current ANC programs

and what the visitor expects to see (rejec ted}. Seventy-one percent of

the respondents felt that the ANC was very much to somewhat what they

expected to see. They were pleased with the number of exhibits and 21

percent stated they would even prefer more.

Summary of Hypotheses

Seven hypotheses were tested during the study and have been

analyzed in this section. Four of the null hypotheses were rejected; two

proved to be true; and one was discarded during the study.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

This study was designed to identify the visitor at the Admiral

Nimitz Center. From the results obtained, it is now possible to make

some valid conclusions in regard to the visitor.

Based on the demographic data, the ANC visitor is male, white

collar, Texan, who is between 25 and 49 years of age, and who has an

annual income of $15,00.0. This man is highly educated, having at least

had some college or vocational training, and he ts travel ing with his

immediate family. This basic knowl edqe of the ANC visitor t s a primary

step in the planning and revision process of current programs. Written

text material may be created in a more technical style since the audience

is generally highly educated. ExhilJits may be dtrected at the male

audience. Going one step further, cons tderat tons need to be given to

those programs receiving a low visitation rate or those not achieving high

visitor satisfaction levels. Por example, the Art Gallery might need to

be advertised more or in such a way to attract the v is l tor . Or, after

analyzing the situation, further work on the Art Gallery might be halted

and the appropriated money used elsewhere. In general, men were very

satisfied with the displayed exhibits that included weapons and other

artifacts. Other programs that received high percentage rates of satis-

factions were the Japanese Peace �arden, recorded messages, the information

desk, and the Pacific History Walk. Both the PHW and the Art Gallery are

apart from the main museum area. In fact, the PHW ts about three blocks

away, yet it received a much higher rate of satisfaction than did the

Art Gallery, which is essentially next door to the ANC. This also con

cludes that generally, the visitor is not pleased with the current

programs at the Art Gallery.
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CHAPTER VI

RECor�MENDAT IONS

The summer vi'sitor a� the ANC has now been identified. However,

there remains another group of visitors to study before the ANC will

fully understand it1s entire audience: the winter visitor. Who are

the people who choose to visit in winter as opposed to summer? Are they

basically the same as summer visitors? Do they have similar expectations a

and demographic characteristics? Are they equally satisfied with the

ANC programs? Do they come in the same social group?

Since these questions arise from the recent findings, another

set of questionnaires are recommended to identify the winter visitor

at the ANC. By distributing another two hundred and fifty questionnaires,

the combined return rate of summer and winter visitors might be enough to

achieve chi-square statistics .. Based on this study, it is also recorrmend

ed that only on-site drop-off response type be implemented.
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APPENDIX A

VISITGR QUESTIONNAIRE



20.Whatis your education level?
a)grade school
---

b)some high school
---

c)high school graduate---
d)vocational school
---

e)some co I lege---
f)college graduate---
g)graduate school
---

the
Admltal Nlmltz

/J;Vi;**tel **

Freder::urg,�/�/r.
Texas 78624 ';//W/

(512)/99704379

'rEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY

23.Doyousubscribe to any of the
foIlowing pub I i ca i ton s?
1.Southern Living--
L.Texas Monthly--
3.Sunset
--

4.Travel Magazine (specify)--

COLLEGE OF

AGRICULTUR�COLLEGE ST"'ON, TEXAS 776.3•
I need your help! As a require

ment for the Undergraduate Fellows
Program at Texas A & M University I am

currently researching the Admiral Nimitz
Center visitoro Your help is needed to
complete my research. Please fill out
the following questions and return at
your earl iest convenience. Postage
has a 1 r eadv

beMenla
i d.

1 �Thank
you.

,II , . ""',/
. CL\_L j":__�l

' l 0-
Karen JOr s

21.Whatis your age category?
17-24years old
--

25-49ye"rs old
--

50-65years old
--

65orolder
--

22.Withwhom are you visiting the
ANC?
Alone
---

Spouse---
Immediate Fami ly---
Friends
---

Familyand Friends
---

Familyand Relatives
---

Organized group---

1. Was the ANC what you expected it
to be?
1 •

--

2.
--

3.
--

40
--5.

very much so

somewhat so

not really so

not at all so

no preconceived idea before
visit

5.Trai ler Magazines (specify)--

2. How would you describe the mater
ials exhibited(photographs, ar

tifacts, weapons, etc.)?
1. too many, p r e f e r r ed less

--2. abou t the right number
'3. too few, preferred a few more---

4. too few, preferred many more---

5. does not matter to me,---

indifferent
6. did not view any---

Comments/Recommendations:



3. How many days (24-hour periods)
will you/did you spend in or near

(within a 30-mile radius) of this
site on your current visit?
less than one day

-----one-two days
-----three-four days
-----five or more

4. How did you find out about theANC?
1 • From f r i end s

-----2. From relatives
-----3. From visit to LBJ State His-
-----

torica1 Park and LBJ National
Historic Site
From a copy of Fredericksburg
Standard Visitors Guide
From a brochure

_4.

_50
_6.
_7.
_8.
_9.

From a newspaper
From the radio
From signs along the road
Live in the area and/or fami l
iar with the area

Tourist Information Bureau

Other(please specify)
-----

____J_O •

____J_1.

5. Why did you come to the ANC?
1. History of the hotel

-----2. Served under Nimitz

-----3. Relatives served under Nimitz
-4. To learn more abcu t Nimi tz

-50 To see some World War I I
-----

artifacts
6. To learn more about the War in

the Pacific
7. Just passing through 'and

-----

stopped

6. Approximately how often, if ever,
have you visited the ANC before?

Never Number of visits
------

7. Did you plan to spend a fixed
amount of time here?

Amount
---------------------------

No
---

I_� L'..Io..

8. Did you consider yourself es

pecially interested in Nimitz or

World War II in the Pacific BEFORE

visiting the ANC?

_____
1. very interested

_____

2. moderately interested

__
3 � s 1 i g h t 1 yin tere s ted

__
4. not at all

_____
5. never heard of Nimitz

9. Do you now consider yourself es

pecially interested in Nimitz or

World War II in the Pacific SINCE

visiting the ANC?
1. very interested

--2. moderately
--3. sl ightly
--4. not at all

10. How would you rate your satisfac
tion toward the following?

ytRY 11:)[{ RATELY SliGHTLY t-IJT AT DID NOT

SATISFIED All VISIT

Slit{

PRESENTATlOO

EXH I BITS

VISIT�

1���TICtj

t{SK

NIMITZ f-()TEL

JAPAf'ESE

PEACE GARt{N

�lHAU)

ART GAUERY

PACIFIC

HIST�Y WALK

VARIETY CF

SCXNENIRS

F� $.AU

RECOOIU)

r�sSAGCS

1 1 •

-_ �,
What did you enjoy most about the
ANC?

12. What did you least enjoy?

Please check the type of lodging
accommodation you used whi 1e in
the area.

My own home
-----A friend's or relative's home
---:Mote 1, hote 1, cab in, .\ odge
-----Camped out

'Other
----- -----------------------------

13.

14. Which of these places do you plan
to visit AFTER this site?
LBJ State Park and/or National

-----Historic Site
Enchanted Rock

-Austin
-----San Antonio
-----Lonnhorn Caverns
-I(er;vi lle

None of the above
--

150 \.'hich of these places did you vi si t
PRIOR to this site?
LBJ State Park a�d/or Natlon�l

-----Historic Site
Enchanted Rock

-Austin
-----San Antonio
-----Lor.ghorn Caverns
---Kerrville

None of the above

16. Male
----

Female
----

17 • Hometown, State
_

18. ,Occupation? __

19. Income?
-----------------------------
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APP[NDI:X B

PRETEST QUESTIONNAIRE



(Ifyes, pi ease ) j at t he next t hr ee you pi an to
visit )
I•
2.
3.

�� •...'.

• <

••

1

F,clcrr ••r..Jr'l.�
�l

r•• a s <'02'

<

"S�

(512, �97.4379
24.Doyou plan to visit another hi st or l ce l , recreational,
and/or leisure oriented site on your current trip?

TEXAS A&M l'NIVEHSITY
__
--yes

. __
No

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
COLLEGE STATION. TEXAS 776 .. J

(Ifyes,· please list the next three you plan to

v151 t )
1•
2.
3.

I need your hel p l !Is a requirement for the
Undergraduate Fellows Program at Texas A&M
University I am currently researching the Admiral
Nimitz Center (ANC) 1n the hopes to identify
the Admiral Nimitz Center visitor. Your help
is needed to complete my research. PI ease
f1ll out the following questions and return at
your earliest convenience. Postage has already
been paid. Thank you.

25.Doyou subscribe to any of the fol lowing publications
___
1. Sout her n U vi ng

__
2. Texas Mont hl y
3. Sunset
--4. Travel Magazine (specify)
==5. Trailer Magazines (specify)

!(i�gr)J_YKar en J=t:



'- -

I. We. the ANC whet you ftXpect ed it to be?
---

S. From e brochure 14. Which of these pieces do you plan to vi sit � f t or

___
I. vrry much 110

---
6. From a news pe per t hi s sit e ?

___
2. .omewhat 110 7. Fr am t he r adl a L8J State Park and/or National Hl star I c Sit"

---

none of the I1nn
___

3. not reelly.o ___
8. from signs elong the roed

---
[nchanted Rock

4. not at all .0
---

9. U ve In the er ee lind/or f ami II or wi t h the
___

Austin---

____
5. no preconceived Idea before vi.it

.How waul d you rat e yOW' sat I If act I on tower d the
f all owl nq ?

v er y mod er ate I y slightly not at dl d not

,._
satisfied ell vi sl t

Slide

IPI' esent at ions

Exhl bi t s
VI 51 tor

lt nf or met l on
desk

Nimitz Hotel

J e pane s e

Peace Gar den
Ne uwe l d

IlIrt Gall er v j
Pacl f I c J

I

HI st or v Wei k I

ver i et v of
Souveril r 5

for !lole
Recorded

messages

Comment s/Recommendet Ions:

3. How would you describe the me t er Le l s exhibited

(photogrephs, er t t f ect s , we e pone , etc.)?
I. t 00 me ny, pr e f er r ed I e s II

---2. e bout the r 1 oht number
---3. t 00 (ew, pr ft fer r ed a f ew mor e

----4. too few, pr er err ed marry mar e

'==5. doe s not mat t er t o me, Indifferent
___

6. did not view any

I. How many days (24-hour periods) will vouz'dt d you
spend In or neer (within a 30-mile radius) of this
51 t e on yOW' curr ent vi 81 t 7

less t han one day
_____

one - two deys
three - f our days
five or more

i , How dl d you find out about the ANC?
__

I. From friends

_____
2. From relatives

___
3. From visit to LEI State Historical Park end

LB I Na t1 aMI Hi. t or I c Sit e

____
4. From a copy of Frederlck.burq Standard

VI 11 t 01" Gui de

area

10. Tourist Lnf or met l on Bureau

II. Other (please spedify)
_

6. Why did you come to the ANC?

___
I. History of the hotel

_____
2. Served under Nimitz

___
3. Rei at I ves served under Ni ml t z

___
4. To I ear n mar e about NI mi t z

_____
5. To see some VVorld War II artl facts

___
6. To learn more about the War in the Pacific

_____
7. Just passing through and stopped

7. Appr oxl me t e l y how of t e n , if ever, have you visited
the ANC before?
Never Number of vi sl t s

8. Did you pan to spend a fixed amount of time here?
No Amount

__

9. Old you consider yourself especially Interested in
Nimitz or World VVar II In the Pacific before
vi st t i ng the ANC?

__
I. ver y I nt er est ed

___
2. moderately interested

__
3. slightly Interested

_____
4. not at al I

_____
5. never heard of Nimitz

10. Do you now consi der your s e l f especl a II y I nt er est ed
in Ni mi t z or War I d VVar I I in the Pact f I c sl nc e
vt s l t l nq the ANC?

_____
I. very interested

_____
2. moderately

_____
3. slightly

_____
4. not at all

11. What dl d you enj oy most about the ANC 7

12. What did you least enjoy?

13. Please check the type of lodging accommodation you
used whll e In the er ea.

___My own home

_____
A friend's or relative's home

_____
Mot eJ, hot el, cebl n, lodge

___
C a m ped out

____
Ot her

_____

San Antonio

Longhor n Caver ns
_ __

Ke r r v r l l e

15. Whl ch of these pi aces dl d you vi sl t pr lor tot hi �

s I t e?

____
U3) St at e Par k and/or Nat lanai Hi s t or Ie SI t P.

___
[nchanted Hark
Austin

_.

'--�an An t onl a

____
..onnhor n Caver ns
rer r '/1 lie

----none of t he above

(;. [VIa I e
____

Fe rna l e

" !':rJmAt own, �t at e

r vvha t I s your educat 1 onal I ",'!el :-

a) gr ade school
--b) some hi gh school
---c) high school graduate
==:==u) vocational school

____
c) s orne col I eq«

___
f) col lege graduate

____g) graduate school

CJ, Occupat Ion?

� 0, Annua I Income?

21, What 15 your age category?
_____

17-24 years old

____
2)-49 years old

____
50-55 years old
65 or 01 der

22. With whom are you Visiting t�e AN(,?

_____
Alone

__ .Spou s e

____
1 mmedl at e Femt l y

_____
Fr 1 ends

_____Family and Friends

_____family and Relatives

____
Organized group

23. Have you visited other historical. r e cr e e t l ona l .

and/or leisure orIented sites on your current trl p ?

_____

yes
___

--No


